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ABSTRACT

A dynamic nuclear magnetic resonance lineshape

analysis has been employed in'a mechanistic study of the
intermolecular fluorine exchange found in the methyltetra- ) exchange is found- to be second
fluorosilicate moiety. The
order in methanol and -0.2 to -0.5 order in the parent
fluorosi-licate salt. These results are shown to be inconsistent with the previously described mechanisms, and
alternate mechanisms based on expansion of the coord.ination
around sl-Iacon from five to six are presented. The exchange
is found to be inhibited by Lewis-bases such as pyridine.
The apparent exchange rate is sensitive to the fluorine
spi-n-lattice. relaxation time, under certain circumstances'
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CHAPTER

1

NATURE OF THE PROBLET/I

This study represents part of the continuing
interest in this laboratory in the exchange mechanisms
of the main group fluoride":.(2=6) rn particular, the work
descríbed in this thesis is a dynamic nuclear magnetic
resonance (dnmr) study of the intermolecular fluorine
exchange process in the five coordinate silicate salt
tetrapropytammonium methyltetrafluorosilicate,

þ"rSi-tnf

fntcrHr),].* this salt was first prepared by Kranberg
(1) in 1968, who found. that the Cnrsir¿and l4uetterties
ion underwent two distinct types of exchange processes:
an intramolecular rearrangement of the fluorines which
results in the four fluorines being magnetícaIIy and
chemically equival-ent, and an intermolecular exchange
which proceeds aÈ a rate fast enough to cause the loss
of nuclear spin-spin coupling between the fluorines and
the protons in the methyl group. The structure of the ion
uras assumed to be t,rigonal bipyramidal with the methyl
group occupying one of the equatorial sites. analagous
to the structure of (crttu) 2siF3-. (1) The intrarnolecular
rearrangement of a trigonal bipyramid. has been recently
reviewed., and. wilt not be of great concern to this stody. (7)
'

For brevity, tetrapropylammonium methlrltetraf luorof
silicate will often be referred to by the formula of the
anion, víz CH3SiF;

rrvv'evv
:hange ' holúever
excnange'

has been the

2

'
but no kinetic studies have
speculation'
much
of
subject
..ìcmqoroposedb¡¿theoriginal
propos
been carried out. The mechanisrns
The intermolecular

authors were:

bridged dimers'
FF

F

1.,
2 cr1-?at;
I

F

=.irf'*æl'*t"
F,F

ionization Prosess '
' Adis ;sociative or

<_
cH3siF4-=cH3siF3+F
l-nêSÉì
-!--1-I-;ñõ
postulatins
rtre basis that Lhev used for
,:l:-:"^-or
analtf,gY to Processes known

mechanisms rtTas simPle
assumed to occur among the

other main group inorganic
2'L and references therein.::t-

fluorides (see section
For the CH'SiFn
mechanisms)'
other
these
of
examples
mechanism' whil'
d'issociative
the
favoured
they
ion
:"tSiF5
' st notablY
serae
r-^.'
this
of
'-n:aha?(
of the o-'her mernbers
sorne

favoured
the first mechanisrrn' r,.ras
found that other
llorkers in this labol :atory have
predominant m-echanism- of intermechanisrns might be the

L::::ïijHi
l:.: :: ¡ 'l

3

ir, ta studl
study
3. Gibson ,(2'3) in
molecular fluorine exchangr
of the acceptor properties of the SiF5 ion, found that
the exchange was caused by the presence of trace Qüân:
tities of nroisture. The addition of a drying agent
(hexamethyldisilazane) reduced the rate of fluorine
exchange¿ on a nuclear magnetic resonance time scale, to
almost zero. Similar effects were noted for CH'SïF4-,
suggesting that a conrmon rnechanism was the cause of exchange in both ions. Many similar cases of catalysis by
impurities exist, ainong the other main group inorganic
fluorides (section 2.2 and references therein).
In order to help clarify the mechanism of f,luorine
exchange in these salts, íL was decided. to undert.ake
a thorough kinetíc study of the exchange process in the
CH3SiF4- ion, this ion being particularly suitable for
dnmr studíes because of the nuclear spin-spin coupling
between the fluorines and the methyl group.
' To accornplish this it was necessary to generate
proton magnetic resonance line shapes for a group of
three equivalent protons coupled to a group of four
equivalent fluorines undergoing interraolecular exchange.
Since no êxamples of a similar system \^¡ere available in
the literature, and none of the generally available lineshape prograns appeared capable of solving this problen,
it v¡as necessary to ,Jeríve sui.table expressions for the

::.:" .

_
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)

li!:ii:::ij:ijxlr:1i::li

simul-ation of the spectra. The Mcconnell

(1a¡ formulatio4n

(10)
on the tsloch

was chosen as being the rnost
"n.rations
suitable for this study. The procedure ernployed was sirnilar to that of Reeves and shaw, (15) e*cept that matrix
rnanipulation yielded an anallztical expression that could.
be used v¡j-th the quantum rnechanical lineshape programs

available to the author. This method of describing the
lineshape phenomenon has the advantage of being intuitively understood by someone not. versed in the fine points
of quanturn statistics (such is the case rn¡ith the author) .
D1ethanol was chosen as the exchangie catalyst because
it is completely soluble in methylene chloride and the
quantitiesrequiredforexchange}7ereeasi1ymeasured
by standard techniques.
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CHAPTER

2.I

2

INTRODUCTTOIT

The dynamic nuclear rnagnetic resonance technique

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscoplz provides

a

convenient method for the study of rate processes that have

rates of 10-'t¡ to 105 s-1. Consid.er a situation in which
the members of an ensemble of nuclei can exist with equal
probabiliLy in one of two magnetic environments, A or B,
with a difference in Larmor (resonance) frequency of ôee.
If the lifetirne in each site is long compared Lo Trr the
transverse relaxation time, the spectrum will consist of
two lines at the resonance frequencies of A and g v¡ith line
widths (Âv*) characteristic of the relaxation time of the
nuclei in that situation.

1v A

tv

B

Now, if Sone rnechanism can transfer sone of the A type
nuclei into site B at the sarne time that the Brs are being

tranFfered into A, a change in the lineshape will occur,
the rnagnitude of rvhich depends on the rate at which this
exchange of sites can take place. As the exchange ra'b,e

.1 .!:,

6

-'ta the lines will
aÐþroaches T^
¿

broaden due to a shortening

of the lifetirte in each site. This effect is a consequ'ence
of the uncertaintlz principle, and is known as "lifetime
broadeniÐg". Since the lifetinre in each site is still
longer than the inverse of the frequency difference between
the sites, ô;å, all of the phase coherence aquired by the
A nuclei will be lost by the tirae that the nuclei return to
A. At this point the exchange may be thought of as another
process. This results in a line width of:
T^
¿Âvu
'2

=

nT2

+

1
TT

rvhere r is the mean lifetime between exchanges. If the
exchange rate approaches the frequency d.ifierence between

of the phase coherenge will be maintained
between exchanges" The nuclei at site A will start to take
on some of the characteristics of B and vice versa. At
this point the lines become very broad., and a decrease in
the peak separat,ion is noticed. The following diagram provides an illustration of this concept
the sites,

some

i:

7

At very high exchange rates all phase coherence will
,be maintained between exchanges, and furthermore' since the
inuclei spend as much time in site A as in sj-te B, a single
peak at a frequency that is the average of the two site
frequencies is observed. Several approaches have evolved
in the attempt to provide a more quantitative description
of this effect,; a brief outline of these is given below:
â

The Bloch-IvlcConnell method

the equations of ¡notion describing the nmr phenomenon
(10) th" effect,s of chemical
vrere first. derived by Bloch.
exchange were first introduced byrGutowsky's group' who
employed their modified. Bloch equations to st,udy the hindered rotation about the carbonyl-nitrogen bond in dimethyl(10-13)
and
formamide and t,he rerated acetamide'
"i.aa"
(34) generalized the method to account for multiple
Anderson
sites, with the restriction that the probability of a transfer from site À to site B was proportional to the fractional
population of site B. This was applied to a stud.y of bond
rotat,ion barriers in alkyl nit,rates, and a similar technique
$ras employed by Arnold in a study of proton exchange in
ethanol. (3s)

A direct introduction of exchange terms into the Bloch
equations \^ras proposed. by l{cConnell in 1958. (14) when
written in rnatrix forin and solved for the usual steady-state
cond.itions, this method may be generalized to account for

tirl:l'.:'j

i,:l.i :r:¡ ¡

I
any number of siÈes with exchange occurring betvleen any

or all of the sites. (15 'L6 '2L) or"rry cases of both interand intramolecular exchange have been studied by this meth(17-zo¡ and the list, of references is by no means
o¿,
exhaustive. Several reviews on the use of the Bloch equations for the study of chemical exchange reactions have
also appeare d.QL-23'55 '56) rt must be noted, ho'¡evern
At
that, the Bloch equations are subject to restrictions.
this point, a quotation fronn a paper by Reeves ancl Str-*(15)
is appropriaËe: "the use of the nodified. Bloch equations
is restrícted to first-order spect.ra so that the nuclear
spin isochromats associated with distinct sites of d.iffering
Larmor frequency may be considered to be independent except
to chemical exchange effects."
Þ

The densily nratrix (qu

'

An alternate method for the calculation of exchange
broadened nmr spectra has been developed by several Eroups.

(27'34'37) This technique employs a branch of quantum
statistics known as "densitlz matrix theor1z", whích is a
stochastic matrix representation of Markov probability
chain. (57) This theory allows for spin-spin cou¡tling of
any magnitude between the sites, and provídes for a simptification
of the exchange process in Èerms familiar to
chemists, that is: chemical shiftsr couplingi constants and.
permutaÈions between nuclei. A detailed desc::iption of the

9

density matrix theory and its applj.cat.ions to nmr spectroscopy, including intranolecular exchange in an "ABx" spin
system, has been given by Goodwin "(44)
Many refinements of this theory have been int'roduced
in recent years. Two of t,hese are: the extension of
Alexand.er's work by ïrlhitesides ,(37 ) and the
i

method developed by Jesson and ì4eakin for separating nmr

dist,inguishable mechanisms by the applicat'ion or group
theory"

(38)

The most, notable developmenÈ, however, has been the

reformulation of the problern in Liouville space by Binsch
(39) I,iíth appropriate symmetry and equivalence
and l(lei"r.
factoring this technique has enabled cornputer progranns to
be written that wíIl handle systerns of up to six tightly
coupred spins with hundreds of lines.(42'43) These pro*
giramsarequj-tesimpIetouse,requirin9on11'chemicaI
shifts, coupling constants, I2 and a nuclear perrnutation
vector which describes which nuclei become what, after the
exchange. They can also simulate Ëhe spectra i-n cases
where the exchange is non-mutua1. In this case the nuclei
can exist in more than two configurations and the li-fet,imes
j-n each situation are not necessari-ly equal (note that the
concept of nuclear situat,ion or configuraÈion is distinct

from the concept of "site" used in the Bloch equations) UnfoÈtunately, these progianns are of litt1e use for prob-

1 ., .'t.'

10

lems involving intermolecular exchange.

c

Pu1se methods

All of the methods described thus far have been a
description of the spectrurír in the frequency domain where
the magneÈization is plotted as a function of frequency.
It is possible though, to study the process j-n the time
d,omai-nr'since the time interval between repetitive events
and the frequency of the events are inversely related.
This approach was developed by Gutowsky,s group,(45-52)
who have appried the pulse sequence of carr'and purcerr (53)
to the ross of transverse magnetization resurting from an
exchange process. In the absen'ce of exchang€, the amplitude of the spin echoes following each pulse in the carrPurcell sequence decay in a purely e<¡rcnential ma¡rner, characterized
by a time constant rr. rf an exchange process can transfer
magnetization among the various sites, an additional loss of
magnetization can occur. The decay resulting from this
process is not exponential. Both the Bloch (10145) and the
density matrix (47 '50) methods have been employed in the
mathematicar anarysis of this effect. The analysis gives
values for the site frequencies, T.,,
the site popurat,ions
¿
and the pre-exchange lifetime
Advantages of the pulse method.s include: separability
of tfr" ,r.rioo= spectral parameters, making iterative f its
to all parameters possible; and a greater dynamic range of
l

rates.

11

The reasons thaÈ the technique has not becone more

popular are: the high computational requirenents, some
unresolved conflicts concerning the validity of the resurts
obtained,andagenera1unfami1iarityv¡iththemethod'sof
pulsed nmr spectroscopy. The increasing popularity of

pulse spectrometers rûay change thís situation, though,
due to the availability of suitabLe apparatus and a
larger number of people trained in the use of pulse nmr
techni.ques.

An excellent book reviewing all aspects of dynamic

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has recent,ly (1975)
appearecl. (55) *niu work is ed.ited b1z L. I,1. Jackman and
F. A. cotton, and contai,ns arÈicles by many of the leading
people in the field of rnagnetic resonance.

iiït::tf'Ì
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2.2

Exchg.nge processes

fluorides

in main group inorganic
;

Itisinst'ructiveatthispointtoreviewsomeof
the exchange reactions found to occur within the nmr
time scale among the group III to group VIÏ and Noble
gas fluorides" , The examples given are a representative
sampling inÈended to show a few of the sundry mechanisms
that have been postutated, and some of the difficulties
encounËered.Particu1aremphasishasbeenp1acedon
the possibility of catalysis by impurities as one of the
mechanisms for exchange.
Boron trifluoride has been found, to undergo a
bimolecular exchange in the presence of Bu*NPFU (Bu=
(58) The reaction \^tas found to be first order
n-CnHn) and L/2 order in BunNPFa. Ttris behaviour vras
in BF,
J
rational-ized with the following mechanismF

f'l

BunNPFa

3; BunN+

+

*f*r
F

a dissociaÈíon of the ion pair
ions.

BunNPF,

to the free

13
F

tl

I

i>i<i-.
'-".ql
tF

--+ (bridged intermediate

?')

F

---+

I

iÞi-<F
| -

+ '-"'{l'*

.

F

a,

and BF,.
bimolecular exchange betv¡een the PP.-ion
bJ

If the equilibriwn of equation 1 was far to the left,
the concentration of free PF6 would be proportional
to the concentration of the added BunNPFa to the L/2 power
The second step would be a bimolecular exchange between
PFø- and BFr, and would be first order in both species
rhis resulËs in an overall rate process which is I/2
order in Bu,NPFU and first order in BFr. Another
possibiliÈy for the exchange would be:
PF6- +
I

PF5

BF3

BF4

=
which, if the equilibrium v¡as far to the 1eft, would
result j-n exactly the same nmr lineshape and. kinetics
as the previous mechanism.

-

Þ:-. i l,llii
I

,14
Another group IfI

fluoride exchange that has been
studied by an nmr technique is the exchange of aluminum
fluorides in aqueous solution. (59) th""" exchange
via an intermolecular process, and the fo.llowing
exchange react,ions were suggested.:

'

L'l

2 ALE+2 Í

At+3 +

Þl

2 AlF;+ Í

AlF3 + AIF

þl

2 A1F3

+I

+

AlF4 +

AlF^+
'2
+2

ALE2'

All species could be observed in the l9a ,r*r spectrum
and several were observed. in the 27ot spectrum. one
unfortunate feature of this system, rendering it useless
for accurate kinetic studies, is the fairly large
27at nucleus.
quadrupole moment possessed by the
In group TV, no exchange is observed with carbon,
but with silicon, exchange is noted j_n all of the stable
coordination numbers. A kinetic stud.y of rapid. hydrolysis
in (CH3)3SiF has been performed by J. A. Gibson in this
laboratory.(2'6) ,h" exchange is a rapid hydrolysis,
followed by a slow condensation to the siloxane.
[']

lrl

3SiF + H2o Í (cH3) 3sion + HF
2 (cH3) rsiott + (cH3) 3siosi (cH3) 3 + Hzo
(cH3)

r:

:.

: .1

:?.t_.1ì

. . .;:.'.¡

.--------

ii:.:::{.?:,
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The reaction was found to be catalyzed by diethylamine,

step was followed by a dnmr technique in
which the collapse of the proton magnetic resonance
d.oublet (due to coupling of the fluorine nucleus to the
(10) approach was
methyl groups) was observed. The Bloch
employed to obtain the rate constants from the spectra.
The exchange vras found to be f irst order in both (Citr) 3SiF
and diethylamine, and the order with respect to water
r^/as 2 aL low diethylamine concentrations but dropped to
and the first

1 at high concentrations. Furthermore, êt high temper: :'
atures a negative ternperature effect was noted; the.
exchange rate would actually d.ecrease with an increase in
temperature. These results are reminiscent of the
the variable solvolysis orders and negative temperature
effects found ín the hydrolysis and alcoholysis of
silicon chlorides, (60¡ suggesting that perhaps a sirnilarmight exist in the mechanisms. Indeed, alcoholysis
iti
of silicon chlorides has been reported to occur with
orders with respect to alcohol of up to 7 - Several
mechanistic possibilities were considered, all of which
invol-ve t.he formation of five or six coordinate inter-

mediates, such as:

iJ:

l_6

"ii=[l*t',-'''o';e''
H
HN (CzHs )
z

in which one water molecule was envisioned as complexing
with the silcon and the other assisted in removing
the fluorine. At high diethylamine concentrations the
coord.inate water could be displaÖed. by another amine,
and thereby lower the order in water to f. Of course,
-.t
many mechanisms are possible and the .dnmr technique does
not distinguish one from the rest. ft does, hovrever,
show thelsimilarity
between the reactign of chlorosilanes
and fluorosilanes, and. much useful kinetic information
can be obtained by this technique.
Five coordinate silicon was discussed in chapter 1,
and all that can be added here is that both the author
and other workers in this laboratory have obtained data
that is inconsistent with the previously proposed theories.
Add.ition of, a combination drying agent and Ìrydrogen
fluoride scavenger (hexamethyldisilazane) was found to
inhibit the intermolecular exchange in both SiF.and
5
cu3siF4- . (2 '3 )

l:.;'ía.:i.ì

L7

The only six coordinate silicon fluoride that

has been studied by a dnmr technique is the Sir[ ion-

rhis ion undergloes exchange only under quite acidic
conditions, and the mechanism that was postulated
(no rate studies v¡ere cond.ucted) t"='(62)

H

F
I

I

F

-Hza

-HF

r1fr

->

$

Flïd

.>

{{=

F

Since a1l F's are equivalent (octahedral symmetry)
no intramolecular exchange process is observable for this
species.i

In group V, phosphorus provides a profusion of
examples of both inter-and intranrolecular exchange
':
processes. The intramolecular exchange of a trigonal
bipyramid geometry (such as found in phosphorus V
(7)
--^--i
--^--^-r-a-----r
reviewed.
compounds) has been recenily and thoroughly
(63'6.41
some very elegant work by ÞIhitesides et al.
has shown by a dnmr technique that the polytopal
'

rearrangement of fluorines on five coordinate phosphorus
proceeds in a manner consistent with the rnechanism

i:.,:':, i-l't: J
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originally proposed. by Berry
F*

.-l**
F*

+
\ _

(6s¡

--->

F

R-PÊl---r*

l\¡*
F

in which both axiar and equat.oriar fluorines exchange in
a concerted manner. fntermolecular exchange has also
been noted in phosphorus fluorides, generally of the
R3PF2 arld R4PF types, in which no intramolecular exchange
can occut.(7'671 one interesting case is (cH3)2pF3rwhich
when first reported was found.to exchange in an intermolecular fashion and, when later re-examined by a different, group of workers (under conditions of fewer
impurities?) was found. to undergo only the intramolecular
(axial-equatorial) exchange. This example serves to
emphasize the role of impurities in these exchanges.
Among the o-ther group V fluorides, (ôCHr)rasr, has been
found to exchange intermolecularly.(70)
o"au, ôAsFn
and orBir, all possess very broad 19" ,r*t resonances
and are assumed to undergo an intermorecular exchange
of fruorines. (66) caution must be expressed, however,
because 75o=, 121rb, l23rb and 2098i arr possess sizable
'1

sbFs has been found to be a fluorine
brid.ged polymer in ,the liquid state.(7L-73)
quadrupole moments.

:.::

11 .1:-.f,:.::-ll;
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Sulfur tetrafluoride has been shown to exhibit an
'to
"F
nmr spectrum characteristic of a molecule with
A^B^
¿2
C2v symmetryr that is, a pseudo-trigonal bipyramid with
a lone pair of electrons occupying an equatorial site -(74)

This structure has been confirmed b1z microv¡ave (pure
,75)
and by electron diffraction
spectroscopy
rotation)
studies .(76') cotton et al. proposed. a biinolecular
intermolecular exchange, inferred from a concentration
effect on the rate of exchange. (An impuri-ty catalyzed
exchange could also show a similar concentration effect. )
fn later work ,(78) hot"-r.t, they adrnitted that traces of
HF might be responsible for the exchange. Bacon, Gillespie
(l1a
and 9uai1, /9) as well as the workers in this laboratory,
(3'84)
have noted the effect of impurities on the spectrum.
(74'77
The early dnmr work
'78) on srn implíed an activation
energy of about 4 kea^/mo-, v¡hile the later r¡'ork on purified samples indicated an activation energy of between
11 and 15 kcallmol

:: l
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This variabl-e activation energy is a suggestion that
there might be two mechanisms by which the exchange might
occur. These would be: an impurity catallrzed exchange
with an activation energy of about 4 kcal/moL, and. in the
abserlce of impurities, some other process (intra- or intermolecular) with an activation energy of somer^¡here between
11 and L5 keaL/mol. Recently, a very thorough (and. quite
elegant!) dnmr study has been made on sFn.(82'83) The high
energy process \^/as found to be intramolecular, and the
mechanism was found to be consistent with Berry pseudorotation. (65) o= in the RF:F, case, the fluorines were
found. to exchange ín a concerted fashion, thus:
Li

F*

:-[*
I

F:t

F

-L*t
I

F

The impurity catalyzed exchange rvas found to be inter-

molecular, but no details of the mechanism could be
deduced. from the dnmr experÍ-ment. It should be noted
lo
that these experirnents requirecl obtaining the -'E nmr
spectrum at very low frequencies (6 it{Hz) in order

Èo

the spectrum as second order as possibfe- In
series, only the impurity catalyzed interthe RSF.
J'
molecular exchange has been observed' (84'85) the intramake

2I

molecular process presumably is much higher in energy.
(77'' and'
continuing in group vï, RrseF, ,(86) ,"rr.
te.r,'4

(77
' \

nave been f ound to exchange I but the mechanisms

are far from clear.
Hydrogen fluoride (included with the halogen fluorides
for thís discussion) has been found to exchange fluorines
considerable scaler
at a rate fast enough to cause
relaxation of the fluorine nucleus. This exchange is
(87)
accelerated by ,trace quantities': of waterlq
Chlorine trifluoride shov¡s an AB, "F nmr spectrum
(

Ler temperatur
temperatures. (88)
whích collapses to a single line at higher
It is not known whether this ís an intramolecular or inter-

molecular process. The mechanism suggested by t4uetterties
and Phillips is:

'\/"r/'
,,/ "'r/ \,

€

\,/'\ t",

,/

\r,,"

cl/'

\

in which Lhe fluorines are transfered via an intermediate
fluorine bríd.ged dj-mer. The exchange has been noted to
(78) Bromine trifluoride was found
be impurity catalyzed.
to exchange in a manner similar to ctr3.(77) rodine pentafluorid.e is the only halogen V fluoride found to exchañgê,
and this occurs only at fairly high temperatures.(2L'89\

i::: :"¡
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Of the xenon fluorides, only xenon diftuorj-de and
(90) This
xenon hexafluoride have been found to exchange.
is an j-ntermolecular process monitored by the loss of
coupling to the 729*" nucreus, and occurs only with the
addition of hyd.rogen fluoride as a catalyst. KrF* exchanges via an ionization mechanism process in BrF,
sotution. (91)
It can be seen, therefore, that the rapid exchange
of fluorines is the rule rather than the exception among
the main group inorganic fluorides. Considering the lack
of reliable information concerning the mechanism of these
exchangies, it is apparent that more work is necessary.

:

ìl:: -rl:'
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CHAPTER 3

APPLICATION OF TTIE BLOCH EQUATTONS TO THE
PROBLEI"1
AI{¡f

3.I

OT{ T

OF FLUORINE

Ui.1 }f E T I]YL

EXCHAT\GE

T g T P¿,F

LU

O

ROF

I

.IN

TETFå,PROPYL-

L T CATE

The matrix formulation of the Bloch equations
The Bloch.approach to the nmr phenomenon is a

set of differential equations d.escribing the notion
of a macroscopic magnetization Mrin the presence of a
stationary magnetic field Bo and an oscillatory field
81.

Rerationship between the fixed and rotating coordinate
frames.

The equation of raotion for l.f will be:

du
dr

=^(

[,0

. (er+eol.f

(3.1)

where y'is the magnetogyric ratio for the nucteus

in¡rolved. Transforming to a coordinate frame rotating
at the frequency of the B, field, ü)¡ and defining the
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of M along the x' axis to be u, and the component
along the y' axis to be v, results in the following set
of equations:
component

d u.f
dt

=

(o- -ul)

J

v-,
J

#=
d v.

d (Mz)ì
dr

u.

J

*rj

(3.2¡

v.

=:

yB,v.
{

{(t'tz)j- Iqo}
Trj

(3-4)

where T.¿ is the time constant for the first order decay
of the transverse components of 11 and T1 is the tirne
The =rrU="tiptt are used
constant for the decay of l4-.
z
to indicate that the nuclei m.ay have several possíble
Larmor freguencies. (rj ) is the difference in
frequency betrveen the jthsite and the angular velocity
of the rotating frame. The term "site" simply refers to.
a collection of nuclei with a paitiöular resonance (Larrnor)
frequency. Reeves and Shaw (15) r;"" the term "nuclear spin
isochromat". Equations 3.2 to 3.4 are referred to as the
(10
"Bloch equations in the rotating frame". ' )
Sj-nce u and v differ only by a 90o phase relationship,
it is usual to combine equations 3-2 and. 3.3 into one

t"l1:'
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complex nagnetizatíon G, : (Analogous to the phasor-

locus diagirar'rs in A.

=

Gj

d

circuit theory.

(2L)

)

u.)l + iv.

G.

dr

C.

J=

- (.?^
-¿j-1.'- + i¡ro.J

iyBl

(M" )
j

(3.s)

where Áo. is equal
-J to (o-,*,r,) .

:1
If. the nuclei with site frequenclz ,j can exchange
environnents (magnetic, not necessarill' q¡.nical) with
those of frequency ok, a perturbation of the lineshape
will occur. t"icconnell (14) has includ.ed. this effect into
,1

t\

the Bloch equations' and the transverse magnetrzation
the presence of exchange may be described by:
d

G.

dr

l

=

F'lt

-|;ii

+ iato'

":

.*l;;i]

iyBt {lul") i

Under steady state conditions all

"j

l-n

(3.6)

.

/dt = 0,
is made very small so that saturation does not
and if B.,
I
occur:
(M
'z') ). = P.l4
I o

dG*

J

l:ij
l:
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\l/hefe P. iS the popula tion of the jth site and

IuIo

J

equilibrium va1 ueof

I

gl

' 'jn is the mean lifetime

an exchange bet ween si te j

= -[rr2 -1+ +

iyBrlaoPi

and

iÂr¡

is the
before

k. Therefore:
n --l

.nl,'lij

"j
(3.7)

+I

_1

=k
kli 'jk

there are n of these equat.ionso (one for each site)
Gn.
and each equatíon contains n unknor./ns; GLIGZ
One solution is by the use of a matrix technique.
Equation 3-7, written in matrix form, becomes:

ivBrt'{o

Pr-

Rr- o-

p2

OR,

0
I
I

I

l

I

0
I

P

0-

n

-

--

R

(3.8)

A^r 0 -

o At¡2
-1
_l
(R.= T2j -)

|

l\l
l\l
t\o
0--;0

(cont.
on next
page)

Aur
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-1
-trr-1 'r-12
-l_

'2L

tr'-1

Gr-

I

-1
-r 22

G,
I

(3.8, cont.)

I

+

\

I
I
I

I

l-r
-T

G

nn

n

Taking transposes of both sides yierds' (56)

ivBrtlo (nr, P 2,
Rt

,

(cr, G2, -:i ,"rr)

n.)

Arl

0

I

I

-lI

I

0

I

-1 rzt:--1
-nrr
-i",-1
-1

'L2-.22
+

t\
t\

J-i
1_

Ln

-0

t\l
l\l

I

I

\ |,
-T

nn

\o

|

0-

0

-I

-

oa^2t

I

0

0-

-

- 0

Âu¡

i:.'

:.

'

2B

or

t in rnatrix notation:
(3.e)

where P is a ror.¡ vector of site populations, G is a row

vector with elernents Gi, B is a diagonal nairix rvith
and ¡, is a diagonal matrix with elements
elenents T^:1
¿J
(o--or). K is a rate matrix with diagonal elements -r-ljj'
t
r . , being the mean lifetime of a nucleus in site'j with
JJ
resonance frequency o-:. The off diagonal, elementsr --t
jk
.r
are the pseudo-first ord.er rate constants for the transfer
of magnetization between sites j and k.
Both sides of equation
(-R - i¿r¡ + X). -l- to give:

I

3"

9 may be nrultiplied by

= ivBrl{o P (-n - iAg +I()-l -

(3.10)

The total sarnple magnetization, which deterrnines

the lineshape, is given by:

G = ?Ie _ì
. =
"
3

G

. 1

.,

.,

:.:.

Right nultiplication
of equation 3.10 UV I v¡iIl therefore give an expression
for the total transverse Ílagnetization. Thus:

::..

:.

where 1 is a unit column vector.

c = íyB.,I-!^P(-n-i^r¡+x)-]-r
J(J_

(3.11)

..:..:
,.---,.
l:r1::::

¡
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The absorption mode signal will be the imaginary part

of G, since G = u + iv. Multiplying both sides of
equation 3.11 by i gives:

v = -yBfl\ro *"[g

(R + i¡r,r

- E)-1. l]

where Re means the "rea1 part of".

Since spectra are

always scaled to a convenient i-ntensity, the constants
'..:.:'
.'.,",,.

are omitted in the calculation, leaving:
YB,M'Io

v c nelp
L_

(R

+ iao

_J

(3.12)

It is interesting to note tiiat a very similar
expression has been derived by Sack, (30) brsed on the work
I ?t -? I I
of Kubo and Anderson, (31-34)
by treating the exchange
problem as a stochastic matrix representation of a Markov
probability chain. For this reason the matrix (R + iAo - K)
is sometimes referred ,to as the "Kubo-Sack" matrix,
although the method of Kubo and. Sack is quantum mechanical
and the Bloch approach is classical. The rvork of Kap1an
(24
'25) and Alexand.er Q6-29) must also be acknowledged.
as being a significant contribution to the d.ensity matríx

i:.

theory
Equation 3.L2 could be evaluated as it stands, but

this would necessitate the inversion of an n by n matrix
for each of several hundred points in the spectrum.
However, a method is available that is more efficient

i':,:.: t.

'
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in its use of cornputer tirne. The following
will be mad.e:
(R+iAr¡-K)

= (R+CI-to-K)

=

def

inition

A

and
is a diagonal rnatrix with all elements ir¡-,
l
¿,r is a diagonal matrix with all elements ir,r. A may then
be divided into a frequency dependent and a frequency
independent part, thus:

where

S}

å = B-t¡
where B = (R +

CI

_ K).

The inverse of å rnay be obtained by diagonalization
of the frequency independent matrix B. (3g'g2'g3) rf the
cornplex matríx B can be reduced to diagonal form, Bd, by
some

transformation U, then the same transformation will

diagonalize A.
-1
U.BU

=

Bd

-]
-1
u-AU=u+(gr¡)u=Bc1

úJ

The inverse of å may be found from
(3.13)

The inverse of the diagonal matrix (Sa -e) may be found

by simply taking the reciprocal of the individual elements.
l:'r .t ì'
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Since U was obtained front the frequency independent

matrix B it will also be frequency independent and. hence
U and U-'t' need only be calculated once per spectrum.
Substitutíon of equation 3.13 into 3.I2 yields the
following expression for the v mode magnetization:

v c n" {p u
u- -

(Bd

1}
- ,)-1 u-r -J

(3.14)

Following Binsch, (39) arr" following defínitions
are

made

z

n

L.
Ip. u.
-ij
-l = i-i

'

*j = i";i

;

S.J = L.R_, is the so-called "shape vector", and
JJ
ûr)-'t- is the so-called "spectral
Q-:
-J = (Bd.:
ll
vector". The spectrum is then computed with the Eollowing
expression:

v

n

ne [s. Ai
J.

in which a summation is made over each site, j, for a
given frequency t,r.
It is also convenient to divide the matrix K in
the following manner' (56)
K=p.r*

_-1

where p is an n by n probability matrix with diagonal
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elements -Þ-'ll being the probability that an exchailgê,

chacterized by a mean lifetiine, r, will result in the
change of the jth site to some other. The off diagionals,
p;r-,
are the probabilities that site j will become site
J lf'
k after the exchange. ft should also be noted. that:
rr
p++ )p*.,-=
(3.16)
0
rJ xljJn
In other words, the sum across any row must be zero,

and:

l'll

"-J<'kJ

(3.17)

the sum of the elements in any column, when multiplied by
the corresponding population, must be zero. Equations
3.16 and 3.I7 i-mply consistency under steadlr state conditionsbymakingSurethattransfersintoand'outofthe
., (56)
-.:!^ are egual"
J"th sat'e

l

i

i
j
l
i
I

I¡]hendescribedinthismanner,theexchangemay
be described. by a single lifetime r, the inverse of which
.
is a pseudo-first order rate constant. The probability

mairixre1atesthechernica1event(exchangeofanatomor
group of atorns) to the magnetic events (the transfer of
rnagnetization from line to line)

, -.,,,:,'
.:-:

.

,

,.,;,',.,,
t: :.i:.: _ :
.

':_':::-
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3.2 Þlatrices and vectors required for the cal-cúlation
of the exchange broadend. proton magnetic resonance
spectrum of tetraproplzlarunonium methyltetraf luoro-.
silicate
Having arrived at a suitable expression for the
connputation of an nmr spectrum under the j-nfl-uence of

an exchange process, it is necessary to provide the

variousparametersrequiredbythetheory"Theseare:
thefrequencymatrixCI,thepopu1ationvectoTP,theexchange probability matrix p and the relaxation matrix
E.

The first, step is a careful consideration of the

nature of the spectrum itself.
considered Lo be magnetícaIly

All fluorines may be
and. chemically equivalent,
due to some type of ini.ramolecular exchange. Ihis will
result in (n+1) = 5 ]ínes due to the coupling of the
4 equivalent fluorines to the methyl group, and these línes
will have the nornral binomial intensity distribution of:l
(0.0625, 0.250, 0.375 , 0.250, 0.0625). Silicon is also
known to contain 4.702 of the isotope 29sí, which has a
spin angular rnomentum quantum number of I/2. This
results in a set of low intensity "sateIlíte" peaks separated from the rnain peaks by ! (Jrg^, L_.)/2. The relS]._ H
ative intensity of the satellite and main peaks will be:
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(0.0235, 0.953, 0.0235). The spectrum will have, therefore, 15 lines, the intensities of which can be determinecl
by combination of the binomj-al intensities of the qui-ntet
structure and the relative intensities of the 29si satel-

lite peaks. The p vector will then be:
{ (0.00140' 0.00561, 0.00842. c.00561, 0.00140);

(0.0597, 0.2388, 0.3582, 0-2388, 0.05971¡
(0"00140, 0.00561, o.ooB42, 0.00561-, 0.00140) ).
The vector has been divided into brocks of sirnirar silicon

spin state, that is:
{29si-o ; 28sí, 29ri-g}.
¡¡qL

JÞ'

This is done in order to provide a brock-.diagonar form
for the probability matríx " (This resulted j-n a considerable saving in computer time. )
Since the shape of the spectrum depends only on the
relative frequencies of the lines, and not on their frequency with respect to some standard, the frequency of the

lowest frequency line in the 28si sub.-spectrum is assurned
to be 30-0 Hz-. The frequencíes of all other peaks may be
deterrnined with the knowledge that
= 9.30 Hz
"rrrr_r"
and Jr_" = 4.73 Hz (see Chapter 5).
ffrã aiagonal e
matrix, written as a rovr vector, is therefore:
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{ (25.35í, 30.08i, 34.81i, 39"54í, 44.27í) ¡
(30.00i, 34.73i, 39.46i, 44.19i, 48.92i) ¡
(34"65i, 39.38i, 44.1_1i, 48.84i, 53 -57iì]
vrhere i = çÐ1 (recall f rom section 3.1 that f¿-: = ir,r* ) .
J

3'
All elements of the diagonal relaxatíom matrix, R,
are assumed to be equal, since thelr are probabllr determined by inhomogeneíty ín the magnetic field rather than
any "real" relaxation process. The value can be obtained
from the width at half height of a non-exchanging line,
and the relationship-J4
R. = (nÂu, ).
In ord.er to determine the elements of the transfer
probabititymatrix,it'isnecessarytostud}ztheeffect
of an intermolecular exchange on the fluorine spin state.
Applying the same "commuting Hamiltonian" argunent as
shepperd,(94) an" effect of spin-spin coupling may'lce
thought of as being equivalent to a magnetíc fie1C in the
zdirection,themethyIprotonSprecessinginoneofthe
15possib1efie1dsresu1tingfromthecombinationof
silicon and f luorine spin states. The vray in rvhich these
15 states result from the 48 possible combinations of
states is illustrated in figure (3.1). ft is this treatment of spin-spin coupling as a magnetic field. (and
thus equivafent to a chemical shift) that allor,¡s the use
of the Bloch equations in a situation in which the sites
are determined by coupling. The degenerate states are treatecl as a single st.ate with an appropriate factor included.
in the population vector.
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(ßaaa), (aßso), (ccrßo), (sasÊ)

L/2

(ßÊca), (ßaoß), (Êaßo), (opaß) , (crÊßa),
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(aßÊß), (ßaßß), (ßßcrB), (ßßßo)
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(ßBßß)
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Ì

19u spin states

isotope
and state

Figure 3.1 The possible states and spin angular
momentum quantum numbers resulting from coupling to
4 equival-ent, fluorine nuclei and a sílicon.
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Syrnmeterization of the spin functions has been

neglected, and simple product functions are employed
to describe the states. These aïe clearly adequate

for the purpose of this rvork, although they violate the
of equivalent particles".
rule of "indistinguishibility
It should be noted that these functions are all independent,exceptfortheeffectsor.chernica1exchange
In other words, the 48 spin states shown in figure 3.I
't"n."""nt 15 distinct species
The d.iagonal elements of the probability natrix

are the probabilities that a change of spin state will
occur concurrent vrith an exchange of fluorine nuclei,
say (crcroa) * (ßeoa). The probability that the "ne\,rr"
fluorine witl have a different spin state than the r1'ò1d"
one will be L/2, since L/2 of all the fluorines in the
sample will have the o state and the other I/2 wii-l have
the ß state. All diagonal elements v¡ill therefore be
-f/2, the negative sign indicating transfer out of that
state. p. may then be factored into 3 block-diagonal
sub-matrices, corresponding t.o the 28si compound and each
state of the 29"i compound. This is possible since exn
ô^
change of a fluorine cannot change the 29sí spin state
or change the 29si into 29"i. The only possible way in
rvhich this could occur would be by cleavage of the carbonsilicon bond (exchange of a methyl group) or by a 29si

Figure 3.2 Diagram of the cornposite p rnatrix.
Note that there âre 3 block-díagonal submatrices
corïesponding to each spin state of the 29"i isotope
lines belonging to each
row of the matrix are shown to the right of the
matrj-x. The three sets of lines are shown to be
separaten while in fact, the-y overlap
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Figufe 3.3 One of the blocks of the p matrix- The
elements are determined by rnethods describecl in the
text. Note that the only non-zero elements are on
the diagonal and the first supra- and superdiagonalsEach row of the matríx represents one line of
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the slow exchange spectrum, while each column
represents the line (s) to which magnetization malz be
transfered. during exchange. The matrix element
correSpondingtothisrowand.co1urnnistheprobability that m-agnetization will be transferred between
those two lines during a chemióal exchange
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Tt relaxation process. Methyl transfer can be ruled out
.29-"Si-CH3 coupling is maintained even at the
since the
highest fluorine exchange rates observed in this work.
Furthe::more, 29si relaxation times are known to be
long. (95) when the P vector, the CI matrix and the R
matrix are similarly blocked the problem is red'uced- to
the surnmatio¡r of three separate S-line spectra and the
the diagonalization of three 5 by 5 matríces rather than
a 15 by 15 matrix. This results ín a considerable
reduction of computer time and improves the accuracy
of the results. A schematic diagram of the composite
p matrix is shown in figure 3.2.
Each 5 by 5 block of the probability natrix will
be identical, the fl-uorine exchange probabili-ties being
ind.ependent of the silicon isotope or state. A detailed
calculation witt be carried out 6¡ty for the 2BSi submatrix
As previously stated, all diagonal elenents are

-L/2. ft should be noted that the exchange of a fluorine
rvilI result in a change in the total spin angular
momentum quanturn number, lfï, of 0 or tl depending on
whether the new fluorine has the same or opposi-te spin
state as the old one. For chemical reasons, the probability of a sj-multaneous exchange of tv¡o fluorines is
considered slight. Therefore, all off-diagonals are

i:;:;.:.:

..:._..

_.

_

I 1"1 i i-:.::
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zero except for those on the first

supra- and superdiagonals. The rnatrix element corresponding to line i
The lines of Lhe
becoming line j is represented by pij.
28-. sub-spectrum are represented by the indices 6 to 10
-"Si

ínclusive, corresponding to the t4, values of -2 to +2Each row in the p matrix may be thought of as representing
line in the non-exchanging spectrum. The columns correspond. to the lines to which magnetization may be transferred after the exchange. p6,7 therefore, is the probability that the nuclei correspond.ing to line 6 will have
the resonance frequency of line 7 after the exchange. This
is the only off-diagonal in the sixth row, and from the
condition that the sum across a ro\,v must be zero, p6,7 =
L/2. The seventh rovr of the matrix (second row of the
sub-matrix) will have two off--diagonal elements, p7,6 and
.

p7

rg. From equation 3.16
p7,6 + p7
,g = I/2,

and from equation 3.17

11
iG P6,6+4

P-l

,'6:0"
Since p6r6 = -L/2, p7,6: I/B æd p7,B = 3/8. The eighth
row of the matrix also has two of f diagonals , p8,.7 and
p'r9. From the symmetry of the spectrum and equation 3.16
PB,7: PB,9 = l/4- SimilartY P9,B = 3/8, P9,10 = I/g and
p1'r9 = L/2"
complete sub-rnatrix is shov¡n in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.4 shows the effect of r on the spectrurn.

'
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Figure 3-5, on the other hand, shov¡s the effect of the
transverse relaxation tine, 12. Note that the effects on
the lineshape are slightly different, and under favourable circumstances the effects nalz be separatecl.

Figure 3.4
The effect of the pre-exchange lifetime on the spectrun. The transverse relaxation
wâs set at 1.0 sec, The arrows poini
time, T^r
¿
out the posítion of the silicon 29 satellite peaks.
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Figure 3.5 The effect of the transverse reraxation time
on the spectrum. The peak becomes broader as the reraxation
time becomes shorter.
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3.3 Relationship between the
kinetics

Cnmr technique and chemical

The dynamic nuclear rnagnetic resona4ce technique

essentially measures the mean lifetírne r, of a s;oecies.,
A, observed at equilibriun. This lifetime can be related
to the macroscopic reaction rate, d Eitr /dL, ¡y, (58'95'96)

(foto) :
where fO is a statistical

(3.18)

factor relating the lifeti¡ne of
the species being observed to the lifetime of the nucleus
being exchanged. (58 '96'97) This is necessary because the
mathematical technique employed to generate the spectra
nixes all of the lines at a rate of .-1, but the exchange
of a single nucleus can only rnix any pair of the lines
(since Å Ml = tI) " In the case of the CHTSiU¿- ion, this
factor will be 1rl4 because there are four fluorines which
can undergo exchange, and. exchange of any one of them witl
result in the mixing of any one of the A I,i.
= tl pairs.
J-In an inte::molecular exchang'e of a spin L/2 nucJeus where
the exchange is followed by the loss of coupling to the
nucleus being exchangedn there is an adtiitional factor of
L/2 due to the fact that there is an even chance that the
incoming nucleus will have the same spin state as the one
that left (a 50U probability that t'{ï = 0) " This is an
^
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ineffectual exchange as far as the dnmr experiment is
concerned, even though a chemical event has occurred. one
or both of these factors may be combined into the exchange
probabitity matríx, described in sections 3.1 and 3.2.+
The usual general form of a chdmical rate expression
is:

åP = k [AI" [el'

(3.1e)

where k is the specífic reaction rate constant.

Com-

bining equations 3.18 and 3.19 gives:
(3.20)

which, for the methanol catalyzed fluorine exchange in
CH-SiF;
becomes:
5
4'

r-l- = | r. lcnrsir4-J x-r

[curoHJ

v

(3.21)

A convenient method for the determinati-on of the
kinetic ord.ers, x and y, is to make a plot of ln(.-l)

as

a function of ln(concentration). For example, if the
order with respect to cHrsiFn is required, the methanol
concentration would be held constant and equation 3.zI
f

fn this work, the factor of L/2 was explicitly
combined into the exchange probability matrix, while
thq factor of L/4 $¡as not.
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could be written:

ln (.-11 = (x-1) In [cnrsinn-J
+ t"[å o r"*ro,.t v]

(3 ' 22')

which is a linear function v¡ith a slope of (x-1) from
whj-ch the order rflay be obtained. If t.he CHrSit¿- con-

:,.

::..:

:.r:...:...

centraiion is held constant and the methanor concentration
ís varied, the logarithmic form of equation 3.2r will be:
¡:,;,,,,,,

.

r

ln (r-t)

y tn [curonJ
+ r"þ r lcHrsiro-¡ (x-r),I

:.::..j....
r'i'

(3.25)

which rvill have a slope of y

Equation 3.2L may also be solved- for k:

klctrrsir*-J

*-1

[cHuoHJY r

(3.24)

The standard treatments can be used to gain infor-

mation about the activation thermochemistry of the

process. since

(95)

k = A_
oa'exp
lnk

(-E_,/RT)

= lnA
--- --o -

E

a

(3.2s)

RT

and a plot. of ln k as a function of 1/T vrill have a slope

of -Ea/R, yield.ing the activatior,
rt is possibre
"rrórgy.
knowing k and E.rto obtain other thermodynamic values,
since:

,. ,,,

4B

11'

k.L.

f

J.

exp (¡s'la) 'exp (-Ea,/RT)

(3 -26)

it is possible to obtain a val-ue for the activation
t95)
+
entropy (^S'),
and since t¿¿ù
T
=
^Hr^sl
^Gr
and

it is possible to obtain val-ues for the activation
+
enthalpy (AH')
and. the free energy of activation (Act).

i.

l.::'l

:,
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CHAPTER

4

EXPERTMENTAL

4,L ivlaterials
ivlethyltrif luorosilane and 2,6-di- (2-methylpropyl) pyrj-dj-ne r^rere obtained from PCR, inc. and were used without further purification.
Tetrapropylammonium hyd.roxide
was obtained fro¡n the Eastman Kodak Co. as a 104 solution
in water. Antimony trifluoride, methyltrichlorosilane and.
hydrofluoric acid r¡rere obtained from the Fischer Scientific
Co. Ltd. and were used without further purification
Methanol was treated with sodium and d.istilled under vacuum while pyridine was treated with "Linde" (Union Carbide
Co. Ltd. ) 3A molecular sieve. Methylene chlorid.e was distilled under vacuum from phosphorus pentoxide and stored.
over 3A nolecular sieve prior to use in NMR samples.
Ir2-Dimethoxyethane was found to cont.ain large quantities
of water and. was poured through a column of 3A molecular
sieve, followed by distillation from tithium aluminum hydride. Direct treatment of 1r2-d.imethoxyethane with lithium alurninum hydride resulted in several fires.
4.2

fnstrumental

All proton magnetic resonance spectra

\^rere recorded on

:.,,

a Varian HA-100-D spectrometer at 100 I{Hz. The solvent
resonance (cï2cJ,2) was ernployed for fíeLd,/frequency stabilization in the frequency-sii/eep mode. Frequencies \^rere

lvith a Hewl-ett-Packard 53234 frequency counter
and are reported in Hz to high field of the solvent resonance. These frequencies are considered accurate to
!0.02 Hz. The proton resonance from natural abund.ance
L3curct, provided a convenient signal for nonítoring the
measured

"naturaL" linewidth of the spect,rometer, thus giving a
value for T^. The strengrth of the R.F. field
---- 8.,
-J_ r,rras 0"025
(gA)
rnG as deternrined by the method of Harris and Vüorvil1.
Spectra run with a field strength of three tirnes this
value showed negligible distortion due to saturation effects. Spectra r,üere record.ed at a svreep -wiCth of 2 Hz/cn

at a s\^reep rate of 0.L Hz/s. Filtering of the signal was
restricted to the rninimum amount required for a reasonabl-e
signal to noise ratio.
Sample temperatures rtrere determined

with an iron-

constantan thermocouple placed at sample degLh-in a

"dummy',

sainple of arethylene chlorid.e. Temperatures ,are considered

accurate to tlo c.

precision ground sample tubes were employed for al-l studj-es reported in this thesis. These
tubes \^rere chosen for their reprod.ucible spinning characterístics.
Sample spinning rates \^rere fast enough to ent¡r7ihnad. 503-PS

:j
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suïe that spinning sid.ebands rvould not overlap anlz part of
the spectrurn
Fluoríne nuclear magnetj-c resonance spectra v/ere recorded on a modified Varian DA-60-IL spectrometer at 56.443
ItCIIz, again in the frequency-s$¡eep mode. 1r 1r 1-Trif luoro212r2-trichloroethane r^/as used as the "lock" signal, and
all reported frequencies are to high field of this resonance. Frequency and temperature calibrations were per-

in the sane manner as on the HA-100-D"
Infrared spectra were recorded. on a Perkin-E1mer 337
grating spectrophotometer.
formed.

A Finnigan 1015 quadrupole mass spectrom.eLer provided

the mass'spectra for this work. The energy of the electron
impact beam was 70 eV.

4.3 Preparation of Tetrapropvlarnmo+ium Fluoride
Tetrapropylamrnonium hlidroxid.e (25 r,r1 of a 10? sotution)
v¡as diluted

to 3? and neutralized to a pH of 7 $7ith dilute
hydrofluoric acid. The neutralization was monitored rvith
a glass elect.rode pH meter of standard design. The resulting solution rvas reduced to a thick oil on a rotary evaporator. Methanol (100 mI) was added and. the solut,ion hras
again evaporated to the point of being a thick oiI. This
procedure of adding nnethanol follor.¡ed. by evaporation was

l::':'l
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repeated three times in an effort to remove as much.of

the water as possible" The solution was then evaporated
to iryness und.er a vacuui-n of 10-3 torr at 1000 c. The resulting 2"7 g of white powder was found to be very hygroscopic and was handled in a Cry-box at all times
4.4 Preparation of lvlethyltrif luorosilane
(30 g, "L7 mole) and. 25 g of
benzene ürere placed in a 75 mI stainLess steel reaction

Antinony trifluoride

cylind.er and. cooled to -78o c. 15 g (0.10 mole) of methyl
trichlorosilane rvas addect. The cylinder rvas then sealed
wj-th a stainless steel valve and evacuated. After allowing

the reaction Lo proceed at room temperature for 24 h, the
volatile materíals were separated by "trap-Lo-trap" distillation on a conventional "pyrex" vacuum system. The
traps vrere maíntained at -78o c, -1200 c and -1960 c; the
desired product vras collected at -1200 c. The 6.7 g (7gz
yield) of the product rvas then condensed into another
stainless steel cylinder
Iulass spectrometric investigation indicated that the
correct product haC been formed, v¡ith a'fev¡.,low'intensity
peaks at higher mass, These peaks could notn hov¡ever, be
readily ident.ified. The proton magnetic resonance spectrurn
had the expected guartet v¡ith a few low intensity (<1?"

-- -

-- --

-.-:- -"'^- -:-"

'-.-'.-l::ii:,:::rl:l
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total proton count) impurity peaks.
.

4.5 Preparation of Tetrapropylammoni-.un Methyltetraflugrosilicate
Tetrapropylammonium methyltetrafluorosilicate

was pre-

pared by a method similar to that of Klanberg and

.

Muetterti"".(1)

,"attpropylanrmonium fluoride (1 g¡ 4.88

mmole) was placed in a glass reaction tube along with

5 nl of methanol. The tube v¡as attached to a vacuum line

1

via a ground glass joint, evacuated, and cooled to -196oc.
Commercial (PCR) met,hyltrif luorosilane (0.67 g, 6 " 7 rnmole)
fro the vacuum line and
trras condensed
rondensed into the tube from
the tube was flame sealed at -tg6oC. The reaction mixture
' r^ras allowed to warm to room temperature and giaseous
materials, mainly excess CH.SiFl'
3
J' hlere vented into the
vacuum system. The resulting rnethanol solution of tetrapropylanrmonium methyltetrafluorosilicate was filtered
through a fine sintered glass disc into a 100 mI roundbottom flask. The addition of 20 rnl of anhydrous ether
resulted in the formation of a white precipitate which,
after cooling to ¡, -30oC, rrras coll-ected by vacuum filtration under a blanket of dry nitrogen. This precipitate
v/as recrystallized from .r,15 mI of Io2-dimethoxyethane
washed,

and.

with diethyl ether. The yield. was 0.7 g (47s") of
i-l : :,:

l:.::r
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white needle-like crystals, rnelting point L57 159oC
(literature, 161 l64oc (1) ).
Repeating the reaction v¡ith the methyltrifluorosilane
prepared in this laboratory resulted in a total failure to
produce tetrapropylammoniunr methyltetraf luorositicate with
the required. purity. The product from the reaction of the
fluorosilane produced in this laboratory vlas a granular
hygroscopic material, rather than the crystals characteristic of the desired product. The proton magnetic resonance
spectrum (CH.CI-2) showed a,set of peaks characteristic
of the tetrapropylamrnonium ion, and a single peak at the
expected resonance frequency of the methyl group in the
cH3SiF4-ion.Thefact'thatthiswasasingtepeakrather
than a five line multiplet, indicated that a rapid. exchange process hras occurring, sugfgestive of a high impurity level. ïntegration of the spectïum showed that this
peak had only 24so of the required. intensity, based on the
intensity of the tetrapropylammonium peaks. The materialwas thus assumed to only 24>. product and 76å of some
other tetrapropylarnmonium sa1t, probably tetrapropylammoniu¡n f luorid.e. Infrared spectroscopy j-ndicated
the presence of water in the material. Numerous attempts
to purify the methyltrifluorosilane blr "trap-to'trap'l
distillation again resulted in material unsuitable for the
preparation of tetrapropylammonium methyltetrafluoro-
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silicate
The source of this problem \^/as never determined.
)

However, several impurity peaks with isotope distribut.ion

characterj-stic of double chlorine substitution always
occurred in the rnaàb:'spee€äur¡,:of-'-the'cFr*sír5:prèpaÈêd by the
author. (m/e = 133 and, m/e = 148) These peaks were
absent in the conrmercial product. This fact is interesting when one considers that Klanberg and Irluetterties (1)
have noted that commercial tetraarkylammonium fluorides
conÈaminated with chloride ion were unsuitable for the
preparation of tetraalkylammonium fluorosiricate salts.
4.6 Vapour pressure molecular weight d.eterminatj-on
The vapour pressure of pure methyls¡s chloride

and a 0.6 mol 1-1 solution of tetrapropylammonium

methyrtetrafluorosilicate in methyrene chloride were
determined at 25oc with the aid of a mercury manometer
attached to a pyrex vacuum-manifold. a direct, application
of Raoultrs law yielded an effective molecular weight
of 330 t 20 g *o1-1. (99)
4.7 Preparation of the nmr samples
The precision bore 5

m¡n

sample tubes were calíbrated
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to contain exactly 0"3 or 0.5 mI of liquid b:z the use of
a srnall volume syringe. These calibration points were
then scratched into the surface of the g1ass. The tubes
vrere then cleaned with methylene chloriCe, treaLed with
hexamethyldisilazane to remove any traces of rnoisture,
and dried at 22|oc for at least 24 h.
The required ammount of tetrapropylammonium methyltetrafluorosilicate was then weighed. into the sample tube,
methanol (and, f.or some expeÈim.ents, pyÈidine or 2,6-ð'í(2-rîethylproplz1)-pyridine) lvas added by a gas chromaLographic type of "micro syringe", and the total volume
was made up to the required calibration mark with methylene
chloride. The tube was then capped, sealed with "teflon"
tape, and inverted several times to ensure thorough rnixing.
In order to reduce the number of.samples requiréd, the
same sample was sometimes used for several runs at different .concentrations. This v¡as accornplished by removing
the sample from the spectrometer probe, t'arming the sample
to room temperature (if the sample had. been cooled) ,
opening the saraple and injecting in a measured volume of

methanol (or pyridine or 2,6-d.1'-(2-methylpropyl)pyridine)

Afterthoroughmixingthespectrumv.rasagainrecorded.
The volurne added (S - 10 ul) was alwalrs very srnall compared to the total sample volume (0.3 or 0.5 ml) so that
the error due to volurne change on mixing \,vas ahvays

.
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less than 32. Since the estimated error jn the lineshape
analysis is in the order of 103, this was ignored.
Samples vJere eo.uilibrated for a'c least 20 nrin at probe
ternperature, and concentration changes due to volume
variations with tem.perature hrere also ignored
Samples for the determination of activation energies
andentropiesv7ereflamesea1edunderdynamicvacuum
and stored in liquid nitrogen when not in use, This v¡as
found to be necessary in order to avoid the deleterious
effects of sample aging
4.8 Comparison of calculated

and.

experimental spectra

All calculated spectra v/ere produced with a modified
version of the computer progran "EXCHSYS" obtained. by Dr.
L. J" Kruczynski from Dr. G. M. Vühitesides'group at l4fT.
Since this program hras set up in the density rnaLrix
formalism some modifícation lvas necessary to use the program for the Bloch method, l.Iost of these modifications
involved. the removal of unnecessary parts of the program.
Matrix diagonalization and inversion rout.ines \rrere identical to those ernployed by G. Binsch in the program
rDN¡.1R3,'. (43)

The computat,ions were performed with an IBf{ 37C158-I(J computer and the ilfortran" H level compiler. The

.
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d.igital output from the coinputer vras plotted on a Calcomp
750/563 or Versatec D1200-A plotter.
Due i'o the large number of spectra that had. to be
compared and the high s1'mmetry of the spectrá, a nunerical
procedurewaSemp1oyedforcomparisonofthespectra.For
spectra past the point of coalescence, the half*height
width of the experimental spectrum was compared to a graph
of half-height width as a function of r-1.
Graphs of this type were maCe for a number of different
T^
¿¿values. The T,, values for the experimental spectra
h/ere obtained from the half-height width of the L3CurCt,
peak. For spectra at slower exchange rates" graphs v/ere
prepared of "vaIley to peak" ratio as a function of..-l
for a range of TZ values. Spectra at intermed.iate exchange
rates were analyzed by direct visuat comparison with the
calculated ones. Figures 4.1 to 4.3 illustrate these
measurements

Values determined by this method, were considered,

accurate to

t10eó

The measurements used to produce the
Figure 4.1
calibration graphs shown in figures 4"2 and' 4'3'

the value V/e,
and is índependent of absolute height of the

A

The valley-to-peak ratio is

spectrum

q

B
The half-height vridth of an exchange averaged
Lorentzian peak.
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Figure 4.2

A calibration graph for spectra that

still show fine structure (multiplet splitting) valley-to-peak ratio is plotted as a function of
exchange rate

The

:\,. l:,

v/P o.s

1,0

7-L

Tz=.5 5 sEc.
T2= 1.1 s[c.

o\

o

Figure 4.3

A calibration graph for spectra past

the point of coalescence" The half-height ividth of
the single peak is plotted as a function of exchange
rate.
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Tz=1'1 sr
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CHAPTER

5

RESULTS

1 Deterr.nination of the f luorine-hydrogen coupling
'lo
constant, J('-F-*H)
5.

1

The fluorine-hydrogen coupling constant was determined with a sample containing 100 mg of tetrapropyl-

methyltetrafluorositicate in 0.5 ml of methylene chlorid.e (0.66 mol f-1) at 31.5oc (ambient probe
temperature). The value obtained was 4.73 t 0.05 Hz,
the reported. uncertainty being the standard deviation
in 12 measurements (three spectra, four splittings per
spectrum) . The coupli-ng constant was also neasured
at -6OoC with a sample contai-ning 60 nrg of tetrapropylammc¡nium methyltetrafluorosilicate in 0.3 ml of methylene chloride (0.66 mo1 1-1), and 23 uI (I.98 mol f-1)
of methanol. The value obtained under these conditions
$ras 4"81 t 0.10 Hz, the uncertainty being the stand.ard.
deviation in 12 measurements. The somewhat larger
standard deviation probably is the resurt bf the. slightrlz
broadish nature of the peaks under these conditions.
(Âv, = 0.5 Hz). This change in the coupling constant
n
amounts to only L.7Z in a 90o temperature change, ancl
vras ignored. Since most spectra \Àrere record.ed at or near
the ambient temperature, the value of 4.73 Hz was used in
ammonium

-

::.:..
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all calculations"
5.2 Deterrnination of the silicon-hydrogen coupling
---:constantr,¡ (29si-1¡t).
The silicon-hydrogen coupling eonstant hras determined with a sample containing 100 mg of tetrapropyl-

methlrltetraf luorosilicate j-n 0.3 ml of rnethylene chloride (1"1 mol f-1) at *20oc" Due t.o overlapping
arnmonium

of the main and satel-fite peaks it v¡as possible to determine the coupling constant from the outerrnost (lowest
intensity) lines only" This necessitated .the use of hígh
Bt Ieve1s, high gain and extreme damping of Lhe resultant
signatr. The result obtained under these conditions v¡as
9.3 t 0.2 Hz. No isotope shift was noted.
5.3 The effect of methanol concentration on the
-.]. rate

exchange

with varying met.hanol concentrations, as clescribed in section 4.7. A natural log
-'t
plot of r-r
as a function of methanol concentration is
shown in figure 5.5; the data used to produce this graph
are shorvn in table 5.1. The concenÈration of tet.rapropylarnmonium meth¡zltetrafluorosilicate was 0.66 mol I-1.
A
Samples ürere prepared
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least

analysis of the data yierded a slope,
and hence the order with respect to methanol, of 1.95 t
0-09. within experi-mental error, the kinetic order with
respect to methanol is Z (see equation 3.23).
mean squares

5.4 The effect of Èetrapropylarnmonium methyltetrafluorosilicate concentration on the exchange rate
The exchange rate of this compound shows a most remark-

able negative concentration depend.ence. rt can be seen
from the data in table s.2 that the exchange rate actually
increases with a decrease in concentration. Natural rog
plots of r -1* as a funct.ion of tetrapropylammonium methyl-

tetrafluorosilicate

concentration are ahown in figure 5.2.
The slopes of the lines (least squares) are: -r7oc, -1.5+
0.2¡ -25oc, -L.2 ! 0.2, .L.2 t 0.1. The difference in the

position of the two lines at -25oc may be attributed. to
an error in methanol concentration, or a drift in the
temperature calibration of_the HA-lOo spectrometer. The
latter condition v/as noted on severar occasions, particularly
in the temperature range from ooc to -3ooc rvhenever liquid
nitrogen.was employed as a coolant. rn.rater studies iÈ
was found that, a "dry ice"/acetone mixture provided much

better stabilitlz under these circumstances.
since the observed ord.er is one ress than the true
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kinetic order (equation 3.22), the order with respect to
tetrapropyrammonium methyltetrafluorosilicate is between
-0.2 and -0.5 in this temperature rangie
.-.,. ,.t.,r-,

.:.

5.5 The effect of pl¡ridine on the exchange rate
The effect of the typical Lewis base, pyridine, is

in figure 5.3 and table 5.3. The line is reasonably
linear v¡ith a slope of -0.5 t 0.1 (least squares) until a
ì
concentration of about I mol I -1-, at which point the srope
becomes steeper, approachi-ng a val-ue of -1. The sample
temperature $/as 31.5oC; the methanol concentration was 1.0
-t
mol 1--,
and the tetrapropylammonj-um methyltetrafluorosilicate concentration rvas 0.66 mo1 l-1.
shown

5

.

6 Ttre ef fect of 2 , 6-d.i-!2 -methylpropyl ) -pyridine
the exchange rate

on

-t

methyltetrafluorosilicate and 1.0 rnol 1-1 in methanol showed
no d.iscernible change in the exchange rate upon the addition
of 2,6-dí-(2-methylpropyl) -pyridine over a concentration
range of 0 to 0.52 mol 1-1.

:.,.:,.,
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5.7 The effect of pyrj-dine on.the ordgr with respect to
methanol

Figure 5"7 and table 5.5 show the effect of pyridine
on the order with respect to methanol-. The pyridine
concentration was 1. 0 rnot 1-1 and the tetrapropylamm.onium
methyltetraf luorosilicate .concentration v¡as 0. 66 mol l-1.
: probe temperature
of 3t.5oC. I^rithin the error limits of the experiment, the
order in methanol remains at 2"
5.8 The effect of temperature on the exchange rate
The effect of temperature on the pre-exchangre lifetime

is given in table 5.4. These values are for a solution
containing 1. 0 mol 1-'t¿ tetrapropylanrm.oniurn methyltetrafluorosilicate and. 1.0 rnol I-1 in methanol. These conditions were chosen to avoid errors due to uncertainty in
the orders with respect to both rnethanol and the fluorosilicate satt (if borh þ"usirn] and þnro".f borh are
equal to 1, .-1 = | X, índependent of the ord.ers). These
concentrations also provided a convenient temperature range
over which the exchange rate could be measured. A fit of
the data to the conventional Arrhenius equation (equation
3.25) is shown in figure 5.4. The plot is quite linear to
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about -3Ooc. Below this temperature, however' a marked
curvature takes place, becoining almost a horizontal line

at -50oc. A least mean squares fit developed by Derning
(100)
\4vv' v/as applied to the linear portion of the plot. This
the activation energy' of LO.z +
resulted in a value for E-,
a
0.3 kcal rnol-l
The frequency factor, Ao, \¡!'as (2:I t 0.7) x
1010 =-t
Figure 5.6 shol"¡s a fit.to the Elzring equation
(equation 3.26) for the temperature range for which the
Arrhenius plot was linear. This yielded a value for the
activation enthalpy, ÂHf, of 9.6 t 0.3 kcal *o1-1, and.
an activation entropy, ÂSt , of -13 t I cal mol 1 *-1.
The free energy of activation, AGt, r¡/-as found.'to be 13.5 t
0.5 kcal mol-'t at 298 K.
The uncertainty in the temperature vras estimated. to
be tloc (section n.Z) whÍle the uncertainty in relative
l
rate constants r¡ras estímated from the deviatíon betrveen
like spectra and the probable error in fitting the experimental spectra to the calculated ones. The error l,ras
generally about 103 at higher ternperatures, but is higher
at lower temperatures. This is due to instabilities in
the spectrometer and the sensitivity-¿of the spectrum to T.
in this temperature region (almost the slow exctrange timit).
At least three spectra were recorded at each ternçerature,
and as nÌany as six were recorded at the lower temperaturesFigure 5.6 shov¡s a comparison of experimental and calculated
:

6B

sÞectra for several temperatures and r values.
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Table 5.1

The effect of methanol- concentration on the
pre-exchange lifetime.
The sample temperature was 3l.5oc,

the (cnrsirn)

(oi tcrHr l

o)

concentrati.on was 0.66

r
[cHrori.l (mo1 r-1)

I -l *.

r-1 (s-1¡ t

0. 233

60.3

0. 317

85"6

.449

l-64

0.472

191

0"497

2TL

0.638

¿,03

0.670

¿"69

0"74L

sl8.

0.905

9 4¿t,

0"951

854

1.11

L272

L.22

104

0

mo1

3

'
The error in the concentrations and pre-exchange trifetimes r'ras estimated to be of the order of 1c?. Thi; value
represents-thilrverage deviation frorn the mean of several
similar sarnples. The average deviation of any point from
the 'l1og-1o9" plot u'as also of this magnitudel +

'',:,-'

': ].¡
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Table 5.2

The effect of the tetrapropylammonium methyl-

tetrafluorosilicate concentration on the pre-exchange lifetíme. The methanol concentration was 1.0 rnol 1-I.

fcursir,

N (caH7 )

4]

r-r (s-l)

5

o.L72

208

5

0.L72

265

g

0"172

299

5

0

"236

191

5

0.320

L25

5

0.410

L29

5

0"459

74"4

5

0. 553

59.7

5

0"571

64.7

5

0.649

33"1

5

0"909

18"9

E

0.920

24 "L

5

0,"

950

20.5

*

0.165

70.1

*

0.233

49"4

*

0.427

23.3

*

0. 638

14 "2

*

0"819

10.0

+

0.27

60.3

f

0"333

3

40.5 (cont")

:

: . :,1
.:j-:'j.:-:.
:

7I

(continued from previous page)

5

*

t

t
t

0.449

31.5

0

"549

27.L

+

0. 705

L6"4

-L7oc
-25oc sample I
-2soc sample 2

.
Table 5. 3

lifetime.
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The eff ect of pyridj-ne on the pre-exchange
The sampre temperature was 3r.5oc, the methanol

concenLration was 1.0 mol 1-1n and the tetrapropytammonium

methyltetrafluorosílicate concentration was 0.66 mol l-1.
[cunumJ (mol r-1)

T-L ("-1)

"206

403

0"407

27A

0.631

250

0. 845

200

1" 03

190

I.22

]-67

L"72

L28

"TI

110

o

2

2.sr

81" s
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fable 5.4
Pre-exchange lifetimes and rate constants as
a function of temperature for a solution containing I mol l-t
tetrapropylammonium methyltetrafluorosilicate and I mol 1-1
rnethanol, in methylene chloride solution

,
j

t (oc)

r

-51

222

-47

226

-42

23L

-37

236

-27

246

-13

260

-4

269

+L7

290

+L7

290

+2L

294

+26

299

+32

305

+40

313

(K)

*

r-1 (=-1)
5!2
6r1
6t 1
6tt
Btl
16!2
30r3
115 r 10
105 t 10
140 t ts
205 t 20
285 r 30
440 r 50

k (=-1 tx

motx¡

t

20 1B

24!4
24 t 4
24!4
32t4
64 tB
I20 rL2
46A r 40
420 r 40
560 r 60
820 t 20
1140 r L20
L76o t 2oO

*

Uncertainty
Uncertaintver
estimated to be¡*toc.
'
+Theexponentxisdependentontheorderofthe
reaction with respect to the fluorosílicate.
:;;:;-;- is _;-",
order
-Þr, then x is 1.5.

,,::::
i ì,:'..

I

Tf the

|:
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Table 5.5

The effect of methanol on the exchange rate

in the presence of 1"0 mol t-l pyridine. The sample
ternperature üras 31.5oC and the tetrapropylammoníum methyltetrafluorosilicate concentration was 0.66 mo1 1-1.
[cHron] (mor r-1)

r-1

0.84

83.1

1. 65

330

2"sr

639

(=-1)

''':)

Figure 5.1 A plot showing the effect of rnethanol
concentration on the exchangre rate. From the slope
of the graph the kinetic order with respect to
methanol may be determined" The estimated error
linits are shown for one point
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-1

Ln

tcHroril

Figure 5.2

A graph showing the effect of tetra-

luorosilicate concentration
on the exchange rate. Note that the effect ís
a reduction of exchange rate as the concentration
is increased. The kinetic order may me determined
from the slope of the lines as described in the text.
Typical error limits are shown for one point
propyLammonium methyltetraf

t_rl

oc

4

Ln( o')

-250c

.'¡

Ln

-1
tc Hn

si Ft]

0

Figure 5"3 The effect of pyridine on the exchangie
rate. Typical error limits are shown for one point.

:,, ,i,

;',t a.'
I
,

Ln [cuH s N]

0

'tal

:,.,)]

Figure 5.-4

An "Arrhenius" plot for the methanol

catalyzed fluorine exchange in tetrapropylar*monium
Possible reasons for the
methyltetrafluorosílicate.
curvature are discussed in chapter 6 and in Appendix

C. The activation parameters are given in the text-

I

i

r::-:

Lnk

4

*20

(-1, ï)" 1ü

4.o

-20

-ó0

4.5

T(OC)

-40

{

æ

Fígure 5.5 An 'rEyring" plot for the methanol
catalyzed fluorine exchange in tetrapropylammoniurn
Only the region over
methyltetrafluorosilicate.
which the "Arrhenius" plot is linear is shown.
:
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3"0

å5

(r/T) LO3

4.O

Figure 5.6

A comparison of experimental and

calculated spect.ra for three different temperaturesThe experimental spectra are on the left, and the
calculated spectra are on the right.
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20Hz

The effect of methanol on the exchange
Figure 5.7
rate in the presence of Ì"0 mol 1-'l - pyridÍne- Tþ"
tetrapropy lammonium methy 1 tetraf luoros i 1i cate
concentration was 0.66 mol 1-1'
The slope of the line is 2.0 t O-2-

:f';jj

81

Lnhl

+1
0
Ln [cms oH]
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CHAPTER

6

DISCUSSTOI.J

I^iith the kinetic data available, it is nobr possible to
propose nechanisms that are consistent with the experímental observations
The first step in any possible mechanism is probably
the dissociation of the ion-pair into the separate ions.

þ*trrirn

w

(csnz)

n] =

cn3sir4- +

A

B

(step

+r'r

{crn,

}

n

c

1)

It is reasonable to assume ihat it is only the free
CH3SiF4* íon that j-s ínvolved. in the exchange process.
It is also reasonable to assume that the equilibrium
described by step 1 is v¡eIl to the left j-n a non-polar
solvent such as methylene chloride. These assumptions
are supported by analogy to the dnmr studies on (C4H9) 4N
(58) and by molecular weight measurements.
PF6,
The

molecular rveight expected for the ion-pair is 305 g mol-l,

while for the individuar ions the apparent molecular weight
would be one half of this value. The experimental value
hras found t.o be 330 t 20 g mo1-1. The slight difference
between the experimental and formula vieight.s may be due
to a tendency to higher aggregation or, more probably, a

, .'..'.. ..1_ .::.:
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devíation from Raoultrs law. Extensive ion-pairing has
been observed for a number of related compounds in nonpolar solvents. (58'101) tr extensive ion-pair formation
occurs, then:

Kt=

["] t"l
,

,,

(6.1)

[o]

þl= '.?þl*

(6.2)

Before proposing any new rnechanisms, an examination
of Klanberg's and Muetterties' rnechanisms'is in order.

Their first mechanism hras a bimolecular exchange involving
the formation of f luorine bridged di-rners, thus:
F
!
I

2 cH--Sr€i
rl
I

F

FF=

":>{y1-{o,",
FF

This step would have the following rate law:
(rate) = k["]2

(rate) refers to the macroscopic fluorine
rate on a d(concentration)/dt ¡aèis.

(6.3)

exchange
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Combining equations 6.2 and 6.3 results in:

(rate)

= rxr[a]

-1

ån*rt"]

(6.A',)

The inverse of the pre-exchange rifetime wourd be
Í.odependent of the added salt concen_

Ëration. This is not what is found experimentally.
rndeedn the inverse of the pre-exchange lifetime is inversely proportional to sonne non-integral power of the
salt concentration. This strongly suggests that a fruorine bridged d.imer is not the predominent mechanism for
fluorine exchange
The other proposed mechanisn (the one that Klanberg
and l4uetterties preferred for the CH3SiF4- j-on) Ì4ras an
ionization process.

cH3siF4

-

cH3siF3

F-

In this case, the exchange would be first
(rate)
(rate)

Þl
K?

r-1 - |rxf[a]

order in CHrSiFnl
i:i r':
l:::ili

["] t
-1

t.--.'.. .-
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The observed order, on a lifetime basis, wouId. be -L/2,
similar to the case of pFu-. (54¡ since the observed order

is actualLy -r.2 to -1.5, this rnechanism arso does not
ad.equately explain the kinetics. More inportantly, neither
of these ¡nechanisms explain the need for two morecules of
methanor in the mechanism. fn the absence of methanol,
:

I

a carefully purified sample shows no exchange on the nrnr
time scale. This indicates thaÈ if any exchange occurs
via either of these two rnechanisrns, it must be too srov¡
to observe with a dnmr technique.
Having eliminated the previous mechanisms as inconsistent vrith the experimental findings, it is
necessary to propose mechanj-srns that are consistent. lyith
the kineti-cs, and are also consistent v¡iÈh the known chemistry of these compounds.
Scheme

1

possible explanation for the second order
dependency on methanor involves the establishment of a
pre-equilibríum of ci{rsiFn- and rnethanol in a Lerqis-acid
One

Ler.sis-base adduct.

F

'"-i'4

+

cH3oH
=

Ii

g

(step

2)

ït is reasonable to assume that this equiribrium is ,"1186
to the left, since the siFr:NH, adduct has been found
to lie essentially to the left in ci{rcr, sorutiorr" (2,3)+ ïf
this is the case, the concentration of the complex i^¡ill
be:

Rz

Þl

t"]

(6

fcnroH]

-s)

Combining equations 6.1 and 6.5 gives:

t"l

Kz

u
þl
"?

fcurou]

Now, if the proton can be abstracted by
of methanol.

-*{r

a

CH^
IJ

second molecule

=

I

ilp6r<:
I

.-o\,,,
c"¡
i

I

o
I

i

cHg

,./o-u

cHg

E

(step

3)

Adciucts of siFs- are well knorvn . (2 ,3 ,Lo2-l-0¿')

-!

cH3oH2'
i.

.r

B7

Then:

Þl

K3

Þl

K^ rKz

Þl [c"ron]

J

"? Þ] 'i

[c"ron]

2

(6.7)

If the six coordinate internediate, E, is unstable
enough, it may return to five coordination by 'loss of
fluorine. f
f1u
vrt
-

a

-

tJ

ïÞi'€
o
I

CH:

(step 4)

E

F

This would be a first order process in g v¡ith a f irst order
rate constant, kI.
(rate)
(rate)
-1

L_

=kt
=

kt

Iu
K¡

l

":r.

L

K

2Kí t^

1
v kt K3 RZ *'í

t-l

(6.8)

f
This is entirely possible, since no six cobrdinate
silicon fluorides (except for SiF6= and. SiFU:B-) have been
characterized by nmr" Excess fl-uoride in the production
of CHTSiF* does not result in a stable CH3SiF5=. (1,85)

B8

This expression for the inverse of the pre-exchange life.tirne is proportional to the second po\À/er of the methanol
concentrati-on, and inversely proportional to the square
root of the tetrapropylammoni-u:n methyltetrafruorosilicate
concentration. This mechanism sti1l does not reproduce
the -L.2 to -1.5 ord,er found experimentally.
It is possible that one of the products of a 1ater
step i-n the reaction inhibits some earlier st.ep. one possibitity might be for the fluorioe formed in step 4 to
complex with the CHTSiU¿" icin.

F

""-l'*i
F

F

F

iÞi'*
cHg

rf the rate of this exchange
slov¡ compared. to the
'nras
e:<chanqe in step 4, it courd inhibit the reacËion by ,,tying
upo' F and clirsita-.
This r,¡ould even be more reasonable
Íf CH3SiF4 \^/as a much better fluoride acceptor than
cH3(ocä3)siF3-- No studies of the acceptor properties of
these ions have been und.ertaken, but since fluorine is a
better electron acceptor than a methoxy group, this wourd
'

be expected.
Scheme

2

-'j'1:'ì
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Another possibility

for the exchange

mechanism might

be:
F

""-i'*i

+

<_
--+

cH30H

F

f I

inhibirron

cH- =

i>it<l
I

F

+ H*
t."

+
cH3oH2

)

This would also explain the kinetic results.
Scheme

3

Another possibility

2

cH3oH

might be:

curour* +

cn3o

F

ÇH:
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I

I

cH3-åiqfl +

=

|
si{,r
Ë>

cH3o

-tra

I

I

o

F

\

c"3

J1
F
I

F

+

cu3-äiçf-c"s
I

F

which could al-so be inhibited by fl-uoride at the first
st.age. This mechanism is not as attractive as the others,

since the equílibrium constant for the:first step would
be'unfavourable, especially in methylene chloride solutionAnother possible explanation for the second order
depend.ence on methanol is a change in the bulk properties
of the sorvent due to the relatively high concentrations
of methanol employed (105) orr" way for this to occur would.
be an increase in the CHrSit¿- concentration due to a
change in the equilibrium constant K.. This would be
l_
entirely possible, since methanol- would be expected to
solvate the ions better than methylene chloride. For this
to result in second order kinetics over the ten-fold
concentration range studied would be purely fortuitous.
In order to test the hypothesis that the exchange
could be inhibited by a Lewis-base at the first step, it

9L

was decided to study the effect of pyridine on the exchange

rate- A decrease in the rate is noted,
due to the following situation:

and.

F

this may be

cH^

""'-i'*

lJ

c5H5Nt î>

+

F

I

;---å,<;
I
N

c_H_
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since there are at least several equilibria in competition
with this one, it. would. be impossible to quantify this
effect without detailed knowledge of the steps involved.
Nevertheless, it is crear that, reducing the concentration
of the cH3siF4- ion in this manner should. reduce the exchange rate (if the previousry described mechanisms have
any validity)
rt is arso possible that pyridine could inhibit the
exchange by complexing with any hydrogen fluoride involved
in the reaction. To test this hypothesis, zt6-ð,í-(2-methylpropyl)-pyridine r^ras added to an exchanging sample. This
mat'eriar 'should. be capable of complexing with hydrogen

fllroride, t

t:--

b.,rt,

..The K^
a

it should.

be

too hindered at the nitrogen

value for this base is not

known.
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to form an adduct rì/ith the fluorosilicate anion. The rat.e
is found to be neither accererated nor híndered by the
introduction of this base; therefore, it may be concluded.
that hydrogen fluoride is probabry not involved. in the
reaction mechanism.

,.,

''..:.
r.

An ideal test of the hypothesis that. the exchange is

direct introductíon
of a fruoride sart into the system" This proved. impossible,
however, since no fluoride salt soluble enough in methylene
chloride and at the same time pure enough for these studies
courd be found. commercial tetraalkylammonium fluorides
genera11yareavaiIabIeon1yasthehydrates,andhave
also been found to contain up to 10å chlorid.e. (1) Tetrapropy1ammoniumf1uoridepreparedbytheauthoralways
^î water
---, - , and the biftuoride¡ âs detected by
contained traces of
infrared spectroscopy" Tt shoulcl be noted that these
materials are very- hygroscopic, and since water is probably
a very efficient catalyst of fluorine exchange, the results
obtained. upon the ad.dition of these fluorides would probabry

,:';,.,,

""''
;'',,:

i-.t...

i

i

l

I

l

l

.

:

,. :.. :.,..

l',,,',,,,,

,,

::

..
,,:,.,,.,1:,,

be unreliable

rt is import.anÈ to realize that activation parameters
determined by the conventional Arrhenius and Eyring methods
'
represent ttiermodynamic properties of the transition state
(or activated complex) onry when the rate being studied
is that of an elementary process. (106'107) since the

:;
,,:
,::::....

..:
i:
l:::._.li--.
j.. -f '
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"rate constant" determined by the dnmr method can be a
collection of rate constants and equilibriurn constants,
the results obtained are a composite of terms. For an
example of how a pre-equilibrium can effect an activation
energy the reader is directed to Appendix C. Without

detailed knowled.ge of the equilibria involved the activation
parameters provid.e an empirical method for describing tfr"
effects of temperature on the exchange rate.
One interesting feature of this system is the fact
that the overall activation entropy \¡/as found to be negative
(-13 t I cal *o1-1 r-1). This indicates that at least one
of the steps in the exchange process must have a negatíve
entropy" This is entirely consistent with a mechanism
involving the formation of a complex or complexes. Complex
formation is an ord.ering of the system, a counter-entropic
process. Dissociative processgs, on the other hand., generally have positive entropies of activation and positive
equilibrium entropies. This negative entropy tends to
support the hypothesis that exþansion from five to six
coordination takes place at some point in the exchange process. Expansíon to five and six coordination has been
postulated as the nechanism for the racemisation of chlorosilanes (108-111) .rrd in the base catalyzed hydrolysis of
trirrnethyrfluorosiLane .(2'6) ,Í* coord.ination has arso been
postulated in the racemisation of triorganotin halides. (I12)
These mechanisms are all supported by the kinetics
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Another interesting feature of the Arrhenius plot is

the rather unusual change in slope at low temperatures
This may also be a consequence,of a multi-step reaction,
but another more probable explanation is given in Appendix
B. Reviews on the effects of equilibria on Arrhenius
p1otshavebeengivenbyHuIettandothers.(119-I2l)
r.i:.:':ìl
'?: '.::.
i:.:::r:.:

t::::

1
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APPENDIX A

SÏMPLIFIED FLOW CHART OF PROGRAM ''EXCHSYS''

NOTES

Large matrices
may be stored
on disk.

Ttts,

POPIs

p matrix and
vectors may be
stored and do
not need to be
read for each
tau value.
Tþe:spec.tra

be plotted

may

on

the line printêrr if desired.
SEPARATE

,FREQ. DEP.

INÐEP. MAT.

&
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APPENDIX

B THE EFFECTS OF FLUORTNE SPIN LATTICE

. i..

RETAXATTON

ON THE PROTON LTNESHAPE
l
J

ïn chapter 6 it was pointed out that a shift in an
equilibrium may be responsible for the abrupt change in
slope of the Arrhenius plot. Another possibility is that
an exchange in fluorine spin states might occur via a
'fluorin" Tl process, since a change in spin state of one of
the four fluorines is equivalent to an intermolecurar exchange of the fluorine for one of the opposite spin.
rt is known that for an absorption mod.e Lorentzian
line, a plot of
lim
B1+0

A

81

A

(81)

BL

)
have a slope of y-TLrz,
where
A is the amplitude of the resonance absorption. (113)
as a function of ør2 will

.
Tr,
rz
and
B,
are
defined
i-n
chapter 3. since y isi..known,
'(t
(114)
and B, may be easily measured., (98)"nd. T, may be determined from the linewidth at half height (provided ,zf . Tr)
*r
be obtained. For a 0.66 mol l-1 sorution of tetraT"o
propylammonium methyltetrafruorosilicate in a 1.0 mol r-1
cIJzcL2 solution of methanol, T, was L.7 s and T, was 3l.g ms.

.",''.

.

,..

'l,.',.,,,.,
1
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'These values v/ere obtained at the ambient probe temperature
of 30 t 1 oc, the only temperature available at the time.

rn most instances Tl values decrease with a d.ecrease
in temperature" For this reason¡ âny possible effects of
reraxation on the apparent exchange rate will be more pronounced at lower temperatures. The temperature dependence

of relaxation rates

rnay be d.etermined

with thd foltowíng

equation:

RI = Ro exp (Ea,/RT)

(82)

where Rf - *r-t and E. is an ernpirical ,,actívation energy,,

,

for the relaxation process. Assuming a ,,typicar,, activation
energy of 3 kcal mol-r the value of R" at -50oc was estimated
-r whích ís equivalent to a fluorine
to be 2"6 s-t,
exchangre
rate of 5-2 s-l (since one-half of arl fluorine exchanges
result in no change in the magnetic sÈate of the ion). This
compares quite favourabty withlth"
value of 6 t
"*perimentar
-t
I s-r
for this temperature. This agreement may be purery
forÈuitous, of course, but the calcuration serves to irrustrate the manner in which a relaxation process could become
1

J-

comparable to the exchange process at low temperatures, The
"expected," exchange rate, based on the Arrhenius 1aw, would

be less than I s-l at this temperature.
rt is interesting to speculate on what the cause of
thisre1axationmightbe.Thepred'ominentmechanismis

9B

likely to be dipole-dipole relaxation, (r15) in which case
the relaxation rate will be given uyr (11ø)

z v4 n2 t¡*t)
P = FT
..1

-

(83

)

where ñ is Planck's constant d.ivided by 2n, r is the inter-

dipole distance, r is the spin quantum number of the nucleus
and .c is the rotationar correlation time. since x-ray
crystallographic data for Èhe cH3siF4- ion were not available,
it was necessary to use the bond rengt,hs of siFs-, which the
(117) Each fruormost reliable work gives as L.7 * 1o-8
"*.
ine is then at, a distance of 2.4 * 1O-8 cm from Èwo others.
t-o
The distance to any other nuclei is 3 x lo-u cm at the nearest. Since the rate is proportional to ,-6, the relaxation
from these other nuclei may be ignored. The following diagra¡n provides a crarification of the situation.

3 * 10-8

.-

a,r$

using the 2-4 * ro-8

cm

varue, and considering that

each

i-.

i:

:

:,':

fluorine is relaxed by two others, results
Rlrc = 6.92 x 109

:

¡

:

j_n:

,

tc is unknown but may be assumed to be about 10-10 ao 1o-lr s
for a species of this mol-ecular weight (305) at room temperature- This assumes, of courser that the ion
spends most
of the time bound in the ion-pair. A oo¡relation time of
these magnitudes will result in a Tt value of between r.4
and 14 s. This may be compared to Èhe experimental value of
I'7 s" These calculatibns are adrnittedly very crude and. many
do,

:
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however, show that dipole-dipole reraxation must be

ân

important term in the toèaI relaxation rate o f rhe CHrSiu¿_
ion.

)'

APPE}TDIX

C

THE EF¡'ECT OF

A

RAPTD PRE-EQUÏLÏBRTUM ON lOO

AN OBSERVED ACTIVATTON

ENERGY

Consider the following reaction seguence

A+B-rC
c--+D
:'.,
:.

''

in which the rate of formation of D is measured.

dÞl
dr

=ktd

..:

(cr

'.,,,
.'
:
.
..

',
.-..

¡

But

[.] =

*"n t^] ["]

(cz¡

Combining Cl and C2 results in:

u [o]
dr

= u *"n t^] t"]

This reaction will be observed to be first order in A and
first ord.er in B with an observed. rate :onstant, kobs,
which is the product of the first step equilibrium constant
and the second step rate constant.
ïn an Arrhenius treatment, the logarithm of kobs
<

ji ìi: i:
¡
t.::.

:
'
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plotted as a function of t-l from which an
"actj-vation energy" could be determined. since k^, _ is
oþs
composite of two terms, the "activation energy,, will
be
composite of two terms.
r¡rould be

A exp (-Ea,/RT)

*"n 3 B exp(-^H,/RT)
A exp (-na,/nr)

k=
oþs

lnk

ol)s

lnA+lnB

B exp (-^H/RT)
E¡
RT

^H
RT

(c3

)

(c4

)

(cs

)

(c6

)

a
a

Therefore, a plot of l. kob" as a function of r-1
will give an apparent "activation energ,y,, of E, +
In
^H.
other words, the "activation energy', wirl be the sum of the
activation energy for the second step and the entharpy for
the equilibrium. The pre-exponential factor wirl be the
sum of the sum of the frequency factor in equation
c3 (A)
and the constant of integration in equation
C4 (B).
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